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Abstract
Summary of your project.  It should not be approximately 10-11 sentences.  This is the general
format.aghm,
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Introduction

Insert introduction here…

The Science Fair Project that we are working on is about racing a makeshift Solar
Powered Rc car and a store bought Rc car. This project will be very challenging because none
of us have built any kind of RC car before. We will use the internet to research and guide us
about how to build the Solar RC car. We will ask help from professionals that are actual
engineers. We will make a Solar Rc car from scratch made from household materials. All of us
will contribute to build this Rc car, all of us will get the parts and build the Rc car. We will race
these Rc cars, one will be our Solar Rc car and the other will be a Store Rc car. The normal Rc
car will be bought from Walmart or Target. This Rc car will be a normal plastic one that will not
be a big one because then it would be unfair. We will make our Rc car from mostly household
items and store bought items. I have much faith that we will finish this project before the
deadline. I also believe that we as a team will be able to build this Solar Powered Rc car. Also, I
believe that our Solar Rc car will definitely be able to win. This project will help us understand
more about solar power and solar panels. This is what we will do for our Science Fair Project. I
have lots of Faith that our solar power Rc car will be able to win the race.

Materials and Methods
Insert Materials list and how you performed your experiment.

. 2 solar cells

. 2-4 alligator clip leads

. Rubber bands

. Small electric motor

. Cardboard milk carton

. Water bottle

. Cardboard

. Foam board

. Plastic bottle caps,

. Film canister caps

. Toy wheels

. Stiff wire

. Wooden shish-kabob skewers

. Straws

. Eye screws



Results
Insert your results here.  Include one photo or graph.

I believe our results could be a 50/50 chance at completing our science fair project.  The reason
why I say this is because we did a lot of research about our project but at the same time I
believe we didn't do enough research in order to completely accomplish our project about a
solar powered rc car, but at the same time I believe we have a greater chance of actually
completing and making a working solar powered rc car.  The reason why I say we have a
greater chance at completing our project is because Isaac’s dad knows a lot about building and
solar panels so he told us a few things that we need in order to make a fully functional solar
powered rc car.  Another reason why I believe we have a good chance at completing Armando's
brother is studying to become an engineer so we can always ask him for a few pointers just in
case if we don't know how to do a certain part of the project, but at the same time if we mess a
part of the project then our project will completely mess up.  The reason why I mentioned this is
because even if we slightly mess up then our project will completely fail.  The reason why I say
this is because if the tiniest wire is messed up then some part of the project will fail.  In
conclusion, our project is quite challenging but in the end I believe that our project will succeed.

Conclusions

Insert your Conclusion here..

I believe that we learned a lot from this Science Fair. We have learned a lot about
electricity and solar power. When we were connecting the wire for the solar panels we learned a
lot about electricity. My brother, a real engineering student, helped us to connect the wires and
the solar panels. We also learned a lot about how solar panels work and how they catch
sunlight. We learned about how different materials affect the Rc car and if they have positive or
negative consequences. We were able to win the race, which was pretty long. We were able to
win by quite a lot because I think our motors were superior with more power. We have been able
to build this project with the help of the internet. We used sources like youtube videos to guide
us in our journey to build the Rc car. This solar Rc car was made from different materials from
what we thought we were going to use.  We thought we were going to be using cardboard but
instead we used popsicle sticks and wood materials. This changed because the cardboard was
too light and could tear easily. So instead of using that we decided to use a more sturdy
material, which is why we decided to use popsicle sticks. These are only some of the things that
we decided to change for the project. This is what we learned from this Science Fair Project. I
believe that this Science Fair Project was very much a complete success.
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